We establish a method from an X-ray observation of a galaxy cluster to measure the radial profile of the dark matter velocity dispersion, σ DM , and to derive the dark matter "temperature" defined as µm p σ 2 DM . The method is applied to the XMM-Newton observation of Abell 1795. The ratio between the specific energy of the dark matter and that of the intra cluster medium (ICM), which can be denoted as β DM in analogy with β spec , is found to be less than unity everywhere ranging ∼ 0.3 − 0.8. In other words, the ICM temperature is higher than the dark matter "temperature", even in the central region where radiative cooling time is short and cooling flow phenomena is expected to be observed. A β DM value smaller than unity can be most naturally explained by heating of the ICM in addition to gravitational heating.
Introduction
Early X-ray imaging observations with the Einstein observatory and ROSAT showed that in the central regions of clusters of galaxies the radiative cooling time is shorter than the age of the universe (e.g Canizares 1983) . As a result, the intra cluster medium (ICM) should cool down to form a cold (T < 10 6 K) gas phase inducing a global inflow of gas. This "cooling flow" (see Fabian 1994 for a review) picture has been extensively discussed and formed a basic assumption in many arguments. The low resolution spectroscopy in 0.5-2 keV by ROSAT showed that in some clusters the ICM temperature actually decreases towards the center (e.g. Böhringer et al. 1994; David et al. 1994; Allen & Fabian 1994 ). Higher resolution spectroscopy in 0.5-10 keV with ASCA, however, can not be fully understood with the conventional cooling flow model. ASCA spectra of cooling flow clusters can be well explained by a two (hot and cool) phase plasma without significant excess absorption features (e.g. Ikebe et al. 1999; Makishima et al. 2001) . A naive cooling flow model predicting a range of temperatures with intrinsic absorption could also fit the ASCA data but generally produce worse chi-square results (e.g. Allen et al. 2001) . Most recently, very high resolution spectroscopy with XMM-Newton/RGS unambiguously show that there is very little X-ray emission from gas cooler than certain lower cut-off temperatures of ∼ 1 − 3 keV (Tamura et al. 2001; Kaastra et al. 2001; Peterson et al. 2001) . Unless a large amount of cooled gas or the metals in the cold gas are hidden (Fabian et al. 2001a) , there must exist a heating mechanism that prevents the ICM from radiative cooling.
In order to shed some new light onto these "cooling flow phenomenon", we compare the temperature distribution of the ICM with the distribution of the velocity dispersion of the dark matter. A parameter, β spec ≡ σ 2 gal /(kT /µm p ), is often used as a measure of the average kinetic energy per unit mass in galaxies relative to that in the ICM. From observations of many clusters, the mean β spec is ∼ 1 with large scatter (e.g. Wu et al. 1999) , indicating that the energy equipartition between galaxies and ICM is roughly achieved on average. In analogy with β spec , we can introduce β DM ≡ σ 2 DM /(kT /µm p ) for comparison between the mean kinetic energy of the dark matter and that of the ICM, and define the dark matter "temperature" as kT DM ≡ µm p σ 2 DM . We, in this paper, obtain the radial profile of the β DM value observationally for the first time.
Method of measuring dark matter velocity dispersion
Under the assumptions of spherical symmetry and hydrostatic equilibrium, the ICM distribution is described by
where M (R) is the total gravitating mass within a sphere of radius R, k B is the Boltzmann constant, G is the Gravitational constant, n g and T g is the density and temperature of the ICM, respectively. From an X-ray observation, n g and T g are measured and M (R) can be obtained via Eq. 1. When the dark matter particles tracing the same gravitational field are in steady state, they obey the Jeans equation
where σ DM is the radial velocity dispersion, and ρ DM is the mass density, which is given as ρ DM = 1 4πR 2 dM dR − µm p n g . Therefore, once the total gravitating mass, M , and the gas density, n g , profiles are obtained from an X-ray observation, Eq. 2 contains only one unknown parameter, σ DM , in terms of which we can solve the equation under a given boundary condition.
Data Analysis
We applied the method to the XMM-Newton/EPIC-PN data of Abell 1795, which is a prototypical CF cluster (e.g. Edge et al. 1992; Briel & Henry 1996) . From deprojected spectra in concentric shell regions, we derived the ICM temperature profile, which is illustrated in Fig.  1 . The ICM density profile, n g , can be obtained from the ICM temperature profile, T (R), and the surface brightness profile, which may be substituted in Eq. (1) to derive the total mass profile, M (R). We here instead start from a theoretically motivated analytical formula to model M (R), which is then used in combination with T (R) obtained from the X-ray spectra to predict the X-ray surface brightness profile of the cluster. By fitting the predicted brightness profile with the data, we determined an appropriate model to describe the total mass profile. Figure 2 shows the fit result, when the NFW model (Navarro, Frenk, & White 1995 is applied to the mass profile, where the density is given as ρ
Dark Matter "Temperature" Profile in Abell 1795
With the best-fit NFW model that well describes the data, we solved Eq. (2) in terms of σ DM and obtained the dark matter "temperature" profile as shown in Fig. 1 . The ICM temperature is found to be greater than the dark matter "temperature" everywhere, even in the central region where radiative cooling is expected to be most effective. In other words, the dark matter forms a temperature floor that limits the ICM temperature. The comparison of the temperatures can more directly be described by means of the β DM , which ranges ∼0.3-0.8 as shown in Fig. 3 . From numerical simulation studies, β DM ∼ 1 − 1.4 is expected, if there is no cooling or additional heating (e.g. Metzler & Evrard 1994; Navarro et al. 1995; Bryan & Norman 1998) . Therefore, our result on β DM that is smaller than unity may be another piece of evidence for non-gravitational heating to prevent the ICM from cooling.
